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ISLAMIZATION IN THE COASTAL REGION OF KENYA
TO THE END THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
David Sperling
Historical Background, from the 9th Century to c. 1630
Muslim Settlers and the Early Towns
The first Muslims to arrive in what is now Kenya came by sea more than
a thousand years ago.! Whether they were Arabs or Persians, and exactly
where they came from, may never be known. Present evidence indicates
that they were most likely from the region of the Persian Gulf. Some came
as traders for seasonal visits, or a temporary stay; others came as
immigrants and settled in island and mainland towns, always near, though
not necessarily on, the coast. The first Muslim settlers were followed by
others and, as time passed, the number of Muslim settlements in the
coastal region increased.
Historical writing about the early coastal towns generally stresses the
influence of Muslims. This is understandable, since Muslim chronicles are
the main source of evidence and little is known about the indigenous
African people during this period. Whether the towns were founded by
immigrants from overseas, or were indigenous African foundations, in
which immigrants later settled, is not certain." At one time or another,
most towns had at least some Muslim inhabitants, as is evident from the
ruins of mosques, but itis unlikely that any towns were populated solely by
Muslims, to the exclusion of indigenous peoples.
The early Arab geographers, writing about the East African coast, refer
to towns which are not Muslim, or where Muslims and non-Muslims live
together. Masudi, in the 10th century, comments that the island of
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Mogadishu, Marka and Brava were Muslim towns, but that the remaining
towns of the Berbera coast were pagan (as were the Zanj people), excepting
the island of Unquja (Zanzibar) which had a mixed, predominantly
Muslim population. In some towns, which were eventually Muslim, Islam
arrived only afterthe towns had been in existence for some time; tradition
records that the first five rulers of Vumba Kuu were not Muslims.' Our
historical common sense leads us to conclude that the founding and
settlement of towns occurred in a variety of ways. Some towns had Muslim
beginnings, others did not; some towns were founded by overseas
immigrants (non-Muslim as well as Muslim), and others were founded by
local people.
The number of towns grew steadily, especially after the 13th century,
when immigration from the Arabian peninsula seems to have increased.'
By that time Muslim towns had come into existence along the entire East
African coast, from Somalia to Mozambique, and they formed a cultural
unit, generally termed by historians the 'Swahili coast'; in this context the
coast of Kenya can be considered part of the northern Swahili coast. Only
a few of the early towns have continued to be inhabited until the present
day, but numerous ruins tell us of the towns which did not survive. The
Mombasans who showed Emery SOme of these ruins in 1824 made the
interesting··obserVatiohthartne·townsalongtl1ecoaSfWefeusua,llywiIhin
one day's march of each other.> Many of the towns were relatively small,
and some could have been scarcely more than villages with mostly mud-
and-thatch dwellings and only a handful of stone structures.
.. t>.ll. Mll~liI!! ..ill1I!!igral1t~settle(Lal1<iJ.i\l<;Qjl1 ..~Qwl1s.,.Wi~hlhe ..passingof.....
generations, Muslim settlers and their descendants became more or less
indigenized and independent of, though often in contact with. their
original overseas homeland. Hadhrami sharifs, who had settled on the
coast in the 14th and 15th centuries, played an important role in the
development of local Muslim culture. Gradually and in varying degrees,
towns became centres of Islamic influence. Whether all the towns came to
be predominantly Muslim and, if so, when this occurred, is not certain.
Migration from rural areas into the towns most certainly took place and
may, at times, have been greater than immigration from overseas.
Migrants from the rural areas would not have been Muslim. What
proportion of the total population they represented in any given town at a
given time is not known; even in some predominantly Muslim towns, there
may have been many non-M uslims. The proportion of Muslims to non-
.Muslims would have varied greatly, throughout time and from one town to
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Available evidence allows only a few general conclusions about
Islamization (= the conversion or assimilation of non-M uslims to Islam)
during this period; for we know few details about the indigenous African
people in the coastal region, and there is no extensive record of their
relations with Muslims. In towns where both Muslims and non-M uslims
resided, conversion of non-Muslim Africans to Islam udoubtedly
occurred, but how many non-Muslims were converted is a matter of
conjecture. We can assume that quite a bit of assimilation of non-M uslims
to Islam took place, particularly through the marriage of non-M uslim
women to Muslim men. Indeed it is this intermixing which is considered to
have given rise to the Swahili people, all Bantu-speaking Muslims. There is
no evidence of any Muslim influence in rural areas. All Islamization took
place in towns. and all non-Muslims who became Muslim were assimilated
into town life or had been residing in towns before their conversion.
The Migration from Shungwaya and the Abandonment of Mainland
T()\\'Ils
Towards the end of the 16th century, migrant groups (including the
ancestors of some of the present-day Taita, Mijikenda and Pokomo) began
to move into the coastal region of Kenya from the north. According to
tradition they dispersed from a place called Shungwaya in the Bur Gao
area of the southern Somali coast; their southward migration was a
consequence of conflict with their northern neighbours, the Oromo, who
were themselves- moving south." At the same time or slightly later, at the
beginning of the 17th century, most of the mainland coastal towns were
abandoned.
These migra tions conveniently divide the history of t he region into three
periods: I) the period before 1570, that is, before the migrant groups from
Shungwaya arriving in Kenya, or at least before their arrival in
sufficient numbers to constitute a dominant element in the population of
the coast. and before a bandonment of many of the coastal towns; 2) a
'migration period' of some sixty years (c. 1570-1630), during which
pv'pr,c",,, migrations ofthe Oromo and the Shungwaya peoples took place;
3) the period after 1630, once the people from Shungwaya and the Oromo
had already arrived and settled in approximately the same areas of the
coast which some of them occupy today, and after most of the early
coastal towns had been abandoned. There is evidence from Mijikenda
traditions that the migration was not a mass movement of large numbers
but rather a continuing flow of small, fragmented groups. 7 Some probably. .
_ 1 r ... · l I·".
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Two major changes took place during the migration period: l) a new
immigrant population moved into the coastal region, and 2) most of the
mainland coastal towns were abandoned. The main cause ofthese changes
is usually considered to be the aggressive southward advance of the
Oromo. Other factors most likely also contributed to the dispersal and
migration of people from Shungwaya, and there is evidence that some of
the towns may have been abandoned for other reasons, such as shortage of
water. x Whatever the causes, the situation which had existed until then was
severely disrupted. The abandonment of mainland towns resulted in a.
drastic contraction of the Muslim population which, from being widely
dispersed in many towns along the whole coast, now withdrew to a few
concentrated areas. What took place seems .to have been not a loss of
population, but a regrouping for the sake of protection. At the same time,
the arrival of immigrants from Shungwaya introduced new non-Muslim
inhabitants into the region. Some of the Mijikenda have oral traditions of
finding hunting people when they first arrived in the coastal region, but no
tradition of finding any settled agricultural people." We can conclude that,
if there were agricultural people, they had already moved or dispersed,
perhaps with the abandonment of the towns, or that they were
subsequently absorbed without trace.
Retationsberween .... Mmmms . and non:~fuslims~ c,· f6jij...ls30 and
Islamization in Towns along the Coast
The Muslim Presence up to the Earl)' 19th Century
The arrival of the new non-Muslim peoples on the coast sets the stage for
·re!ationsbetweenMuslims···· andnon;;;M uslims····wliicli·eftdiire··iirifilTl1e ...
present day. Whereas such relations before the 17th century are only
vaguely known, cut offfrom us in the past by the changes which took place,
Muslim relations with non-Muslims in the period after 1630 are a
continuous thread weaving its way to the present. The early 17th century
marks the start of a new era which leads directly up to the beginning of the
19th century.
The abandonment of mainland coastal towns by the early 17th century
does not mean that the people of those towns simply 'disappeared'; many
.of them took refuge in safer island towns, particularly Mombasa.w We can
speculate, though there is not so much evidence, that people also moved
from the northern mainland towns to t.a mu and Pate islands. Thus,
Muslims living on the coast came to be far more geographically
concentrated than in the past, and long stretches of the coast either came to
... - -
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remained relatively prosperous, though not flourishing, with a certain level
of material well-being and cultural and religious activity. One should not
generalize too much about these towns, since they faced varying fortunes.
Pate reached the height of its power in the 18th century and declined there-
after; the first half of the 19th century saw the rise of Lamu to full eco-
nomic prosperity. Mombasa had a relativelysmall population, but it
carried on a flourishing trade and gradually gained Importance in the
18th and 19th centuries. I I
At the beginning of the 19th century there were no main towns on the
whole stretch of coast between Lamu and Mombasa; such settlements as
Mambrui, Malindi, Kilifi and Takaungu, which were tobecome important
centres later in the 19th century, had not yet been founded (or refounded).
T owns, the only places where Muslims were permanently resident, existed
in only three areas and were located mainly on offshore islands:
i) the Lamu archipelago, including the Bajun islands to the
north, the main towns. being Lamu on Lamu island, and Pate,
Siyu and Faza on Pate island, with some agricultural settle-
ments on the adjacent mainland;
ii) Mombasa island, including the town of Mombasa and Kilindini
village on the southern part of the island, with some
dependent agricultural areas on the mainland;
iii) the Shirazi-Vumba (modern Shimoni-Vanga) area of south-
eastern Kenya, including the settlements on Wasin and Funzi
islands.
Most of the Muslims living in these areas were Swahili. Some Omani Arab
traders resided in Larnu, and the Mazrui Arabs governed Mombasa. There
was already a small Bohra Muslim community in Larnu, and probably
some few non-Muslim Indian Banyan immigrants in both Lamu and
Mombasa. The Muslims residing elsewhere were mainly Bajun (in the Larnu
archipelago and islands to the north) and Shirazi (in the Shirazi-Vurnba
area);'?
The island of Pemba, then dominated by Mazrui Mornbasa, its main
trading ally, was an area of Muslim settlement which had long-established
relations with the northern Swahili coast, particularly with Pate and
Mornbasa.!' Although not within the borders of mordern Kenya, it is
mentioned here since immigrants and traders from Pernba played an active
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The Non-Muslim Peoples
Who were the non-M uslim peoples and where exactly do we find them
during this period?
Large areas of the coast north of Kilifi creek were only sparsely
inhabited by pastoral and hunting peoples. 14
i) The semi-nomadic Oromo, extending over a vast area from
south of the Sabaki river to north of the Juba river, including
the area around the mouth of the Tana river and far up along
the river; the whole coastal mainland north of the Sabaki river,
right down to the seashore, was subject to their pastoral move-
ments and periodic occupation, a fact which restricted settle-
ment by other peoples on the mainland opposite the Lamu
archipelago and the Bajun islands; the Oromo were 'raiding
quite far south, and effectively curtailed mainland settlement
north of Kilifi creek until the second half of the 19th century;
ii) The Dahalo hunters, closely related to the Oromo, living on the
plains east of the Tana and on the mainland opposite Lamu;
and the Bani, forest hunters, living to the north and east of
Witu,. as far north as Dodoricreek .. oppositePat~IsI3.11?, In t~e
coastal .plainbet\VeentheSabakiTiver .and Kilifi creek, and
further south on the inland plateau (as far inland as the Taru
desert), we find another hunting people, the Waata (called
Alangulo by the Mijikenda and Sanye by the Swahili.) Never
many in number, the Dahalo, Boni and Waata were quite wide-
.. .spread.and.. extended-ever-a ···far·larger··area·thanatpresent: ls··
The only non-Muslim agriculturalists north of Kilifi creek were:
iii) The Pok omo, a riverine people, settled along the banks of the
Tana river, commonly divided into the upper Pokomo and the
lower Pokorno (who extend as far north as Bubesa), depending
on how far up the river they live.
South of Kilifi creek we find settled agricultural people, then known
collectively as Nyika but now known rather by their modern name,
Mijikenda. For purposes of our study they are best divided geographically
into three groups:
i) the northern Mijikenda, to the north and west of Mombasa;
these include (from north to south) the Kauma, Chonyi, Jibana,
l{!:ltnhJ:'Jo O;}".::a. Dn. ........... ; .... _..J T"'\. ~~_~
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of hills above the coastal plain; although possibly cultivating
on the coastal plain by this time, they had no permanent settle-
ments there, but rather continued to reside in the hilltop vil-
lages where they had originally settled; included too in this
northern M ijikenda group are the Giriarna, with their main
settlement further inland, some 30 kilometres from the coast;
the northern M ijikenda had not yet begun to expand out of their
original k avas and remained quite restricted in their area of
residence until the middle of the 19th century."
To the south of Mornbasa we find the Digo, who make up the
remaining two Mijikenda groups:
ii) the northern Digo, spread over a wide area south and south-
west of M ombasa, as far inland as Kwale, some 20 kilometres
from the sea in the southern extension of the same range of hills
inhabited by the northern Mijikenda, but also all along the
coastal littoral from Likoni just south of Mombasa as far as
Kinondo.
In marked contrast to the northern Mijikenda, the northern
Digo had settled in the coastal plain immediately upon their
arrival south of Mombasa in the early 17th century. One main
group settled at Kinondo, and some of the second main group,
who had built their first kava in the hills at Kwale, soon
migrated down onto the coastal plain, where they established
Iurther settlements. Being further south than the northern M iji-
kenda, they were safer from the threat of continued Oromo
attack. Once resident in the plain and finding, according to their
traditions, no other people settled there, they gradually spread
throughou t it. J 7
iii) the southern Digo, extending from Msambweni, near the sea-
shore, southwards beyond the Umba river as far as Tanga (Tan-
zania), and inland some 20 kilometres as far as Kikoneni and
Dzombo (the modern Jombo hill and forest); all southern Digo
are originally derived from northern Digo groups.
Finally, in the Shirazi-Vumba area, we find:
iv) the Segeju, an agricultural and fishing people, living on or
within a few miles of the ocean shore; the Segeju claim Shung-
mainly resident in the Tanga area, south of the modern Kenya-
Tanzania border, and only a small minority of them were in
Kenya. For this reason they are not considered in detail in this
study, but it is of interest to note that early European visitors
to the Tanga area observed that the influence of Islam was
stronger among the Segeju than the Digo. That the Segeju
converted to Islam before the Digo and in some cases were
Muslim proselytisers among the Digo is also confirmed by oral
evidence. 18
Relations between Muslims and non-Muslims, c. 1630-1830
In the Lamu archipelago area
As early as the middle of the 17th century some Muslims in the Lamu
archipelago area, particularly the Swahili of Pate, had trading contacts
with the Oromo and Pokorno of the mainland. The Oromo supplied ivory
to the Swahili, and were known to have visited Pate town. The Pokomo
were also trading with the Swahili of Pate and Lamu, from whom they
obtained cloth and iron in exchange for ivory. This trade, which was
sometimes disrupted by the Oromo, (and not entirely regular) was carried
on mainly by the lower Pokorno. The upper Pokorno claim to have traded
with Brava, but details of this are not clear.
There isevidence.thatnon~tv1usIimslived·.intheislandto\¥ns. oCthe
·ardiipelago, aria we· can asslmie duiisomeof them were ~onvert~d to
Islam; and non-Muslim women (Ororno and Pokomo) were assimilated to
Islam through marriage. The existence of the Pokomo Mosque in Pate
town, dating back to the 18th century, is evidence of Islamization among
urbanized Pokorno. As in previous centuries, all conversions would have
occurred irrthc···mwfis:···Duting···this period tneK.:fuslims ofi:he [amu
archipelago generally had little interest in spreading Islam among their
non-Muslim neighbours, and there is no indication of any conversion in
the rural areas among the Pokorno, Oromo or hunting people.'? The
Muslim townsman who lived on the offshore islands must have been aware
of the traditional religion of his rural neighbours, but that religion
belonged to a realm other than his own from which he remained cultur-
ally aloof. .
In the Mombasa Area
Further south, in the Mombasa area, some of the immigrants from
Shungwaya (the Mijikenda) had established relations with the Swahili of
Mornbasa by the beginning of the 17th century. As we know from the
Mombasa Chronicle, the History of Mazrui and oral traditions, the
the 17th century onwards, and rendered each other mutual assistance. The
Mijikenda sought the help of the Swahili to media,.~their internal disputes
and, on occasion, some Mazrui and Swahili would take refuge with the
Mijikenda when quarrels broke out in the town, the classicexample being
that of Ali bin Uthman who later, as Liwali of Mombasa, rewarded the
"people.of Vanikat" for granting him aid and asylum in their country.w
Armed strife sometimes occurred between the Mijikenda and the
Mombasans, but this was certainly the exception; serious disagreements
were usually resolved through negotiations. We should not imagine
Mombasa town as the bastion of an alien Muslim people in constant
conflict with and threatened by hostile non-Muslim. Nor did the town
exercise control over a SUbjecthinterland which was inferior in status and
in strength; on the contrary, as is shown by documentary evidence, the
townspeople made regular payments to the Mijikenda. On occasion the
Mijikenda gave valuable military assistance to the town.
Emery's Journal, which he wrote in 1824-26 while living in Mombasa,
makes it dear that the relations of the Mazrui and Swahili of Mombasa
with the neighbouring Mijikenda of the main-land were basically friendly
and represented an alliance of equals.s! Emery's observations of this
relationship form a part of his record of daily life in Mombasa during those
years: the Mijikenda would capture runaway slaves and be paid to return
them; the Mazrui Sultan Sulernan bin Ali consulted with Mijikenda chiefs;
the Mijikenda were paid their annual payment; when there was some
misunderstanding among the Mijikenda, the Swahiliwent to the mainland
to make peace; Mijikenda leaders were called to Mombasa to be informed
that the former Sultan no longer had authority over the town; the
Mijikenda would be given cloth as presents; the Mijikenda regularly
brought their produce into the town to trade, and Mornbasa traders went
occasionally to Kwa Jomvu and the mainland in search of ivory.P
Nowhere does Emery suggest that the Mornbasans (Swahili or Mazrui)
dominated the Mijikenda politically. In a general historical assessment of
their relations Emery speaks of the Swahili as having united with the
Mijikenda "in closest alliance" from the beginning of the 17th century.P
At least by the beginning of the 19th century and probably before, the
total Mijikenda population was considerably higher than the population
of Mombasa town. In 1846 Guillain observed that the population of
Mornbasa had declined from over 5,000, twenty years earlier, to between
2,500 and 3,000. Krapf's estimate for Mombasa (in 1844) is considerably
higher, between 8,000 and 10,000 whereas his estimate of the Mijikenda
population is 50,000 24
In militarv terms the rural advantage in numbers may have been
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means safe from rural attack. At one stage, duringthe only serious dispute
(between the Swahili and the Mijikenda) which he recorded, Emery
advised the Swahili how unwise it would be to provoke fighting with the
Mijikenda. Referring to the same incident, he observed that no fighting
took place because "both parties were afraid". A month later he reminded
the Swahili to keep friends with the M ijikenda since they "are the whole
support of the island"."
Relations of the Swahili and the Mijikenda involved thewhole gamut of
ordinary and extraordinary contacts, and were generally characterized by
respectful interdependence. Their relations varied with changing
circumstances, but such variations did not affect the basic theme: two
societies, living side by side. neither having permanent political ormilitary
ascendancy, or excessive economic control, over the other.
At the beginning of the 19th century. Mombasa was essentially a
Muslim town. Emery described it as "wholly M o hammedan't.> Its
population was made up mainly of Swahili. with some Arabs and a small
number of non-Muslim and Muslim Indians. There were eight mosques in
the town. six of which had originally been built by the Swahili and two by
the Arab community. and a ninth mosque in the nearby Swahili village of
Kilindini.v TheqnlyMuslims Jiving outside. the town were in nearby
dependent agricultural areas on the mainland. such as Mt wapa, a "village
of 18 huts", and in Kilindini village which is described by Emery as being
"in a ruinous state and thinly inhabitedvs Muslims did not travel
regularly off Mornbasa island into the hinterland, except to go to specific
......................•..:.:.::............•.:.:: .•..:.:. ",K...w.:,a., JC)Ill"U, \VllICll n1'IYJE1\ ..C:. beenneld.as intrcquenuy a~; ,.,
once a year, or exceptionally to meet Mijikenda chiefs in their villages.
As in the coastal towns of preceding centuries. Mornbasa attracted non-
Muslim rural visitors but few of them took up even semi-permanent
residence. Some may have become urbanized and remained in the town.
but the number who did so seems to have been small, with the exception of
Mijikenda women married to Swahili: Emery observed that there was
"constant intermarriage" between the Swahili and the Mijikenda.t?
Outside the town there was a marked absence of Muslim influence. There
is no evidence that Muslims carried on any kind of religious proselytism,
and the very nature of relations between them and the M ijikenda afforded
little scope for religious interpenetration. The M ijikenda continued to
follow their traditional religious beliefs and practices. and certainly there
were no converts to Islam among them within their own society. If there
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In the Shirazi Area
In the Shirazi-Vumba area, both the Segeju and the southern Digo
developed special relations with the Vumba (the .inhabitants ofVumba
town). The Segeju helped the Vumba 'defeat the Shirazi in the early
17th century (c. 1(30), and trorn that time Otl the Segeju and the Vumba
had continual, close relations. At approximately the same time, the
southern Digo of Kava Jombo (Dzombo) also came into contact with the
Vumba, and they traded regularly with each other. Relations between
them became so close that, according to, tradition, they never fought
against each other. On occasion the Digo gave military support to the
Vumba rulers. When faced with special difficulties, the Digo would in turn
ask the Vumba for help, for they looked upon the Vumba as having higher
supernatural powers than themselves. In spite of these close relations, the
number of southern Digo who were converted to Islam seems to have been
quite small. All such converts moved to live in Vumba town, where they
were fully assimilated into town life.
Trading Activity Earlv in the 19th Century
During the first three decades of the 19th century, the pattern of trade in
the Kenya coastal region was remarkably uniform. Trading activity
dominated urban-rural relations and was the principal occasion for
contacts between Muslims and non-Muslims, Political, military, social
and other non-commercial contacts were relatively infrequent.
Overseas demand for indigenous produce came mainly from southern
Arabia/for grain and timber) and India (for ivory and gum copal). Lamu
and Mombasa had direct shipping contact with Arabia and India, and
were centres for overseas export. Wasin carried on a specialized trade in
mangrove timber with Arabia. The few other villages and towns with port
facilities were less important for overseas trade, their harbours being
unable to accommodate large ocean-going dhows; such places engaged in
local coasting trade, among themselves and with Lamu arid Mornbasa,
using smaller vessels to transport reduced quantities of goods. Goods
destined for overseas markets were transhipped from Lamu and
Mombasa. Imported items, such as cloth, beads and ironware, were
unloaded at the ports of Lamu and Mombasa, and were distributed from
there to smaller towns. Some trade took place with Zanzibar, but that port
did not dominate or control the overseas trade of the Kenya coast. Pemba
was the main supplier of grain to Mombasa.>'
The complementary land trade within Kenya involved four main
hinterland people (the Mijikenda); iii) the Swahili; and iv) the Arabs.
There was, in addition, a small group of resident Indian immigrants
(Muslim and non-Muslim), but they were not of great importance until
after 1830. The outline and details presented here refer to the Mombasa
area; a somewhat similar pattern existed in the Lamu-Tana river area,
involving the Pokomo and the Oromo, and in the Shirazi-Vumba area,
involving the southern Digo.
Each of the main groups performed specific functions in the supply of
produce for eventual overseas export. The Kamba and Oromo supplied
indigenous goods (mainly ivory) to the Mijikenda, and to a certain extent
(mainly after 1830) the Kamba also supplied directly to Mornbasa.v The
Mijikenda supplied Mombasa with their own produce (ivory, grain, gum
copal) and with goods (ivory) acquired from the inland people. The
Swahili and Arabs obtained taese goods from the Mijikenda in three ways:
I) the Mijikenda brought the goods into the town of Mombasa: 2) the
Swahili and Arabs went to the mainland villages to look for the goods; 3)
the Swahili and Arabs met the Mijikenda at a market town, such as Kwa
Jomvu. It is not possible to know which of these three ways produced the
largest volume of trade, but Emery's account of the continual carrying of
goods into Mombasa by the Mijikenda, several times each month and even
daily during some periods of the year, would indicate that this was the
mote teglilafwayofsupplSI. The ofher Two ways aremeniionedbyEmery
rather as exceptions. Only once during his two-year residence in Mombasa
did the "inhabitants of the town" go to the mainland, into Mijikenda
country, looking for ivory, and this was at a time of the year (September)
when dhows were about to sail north and did not have sufficient cargo. The
. ··marketatK:waJoIfiva isnatdiymel:ltionedbyEmery ManYoiherwriiers ....
have described this as an "annual" market, but we cannot be sure of its
exact frequency or the extent of trade carried on there, in relation to the
regular transport of items by the Mijikenda into Mombasa town itself.
Finally, the fourth group (Arabs plus some Indians) stored the goods and
eventually shipped them overseas. The chain of supply of imported items
involved the same groups of people in reverse.
Direct contacts existed between inland non-M uslims, mainly the
Karnba, and Muslim traders, but were infrequent.v In this respect the
situation in Kenya was distinctly different from that of the Swahili coast
south ofTanga, where Swahili and Arab traders had penetrated inland and
established trading relations with the non-M uslirn people of the interior by
the end of the 18th or early in the 19th century.> In Kenya, the main
occasion for contacts between Muslims and non-Muslims was rrarlinc M
tstamizatton In me LOaStfU scegton oJ rcenya fO me enu o] me iv meiceru», ",,,,,,,u'f "T.J
Mijikenda brought produce into Mornbasa. Unless Emery has failed to
report the existence of important regular mainland markets, one would
assume that, with the exception of Kwa Jomvu, no regular markets which
might attract Muslim traders existed during this period on the mainland.
The townspeople of Mombasa went to the mainland quite regularly to
work in their fields, but not to trade. They would have known of the
existence of mainland M ijikenda markets, but since these markets traded
in perishables. which could be received more cheaply in Mornbasa, there
was no economic advantage to be gained by frequenting them. Intra-
Mijikenda trade and Mijikenda trade with neighbouring people, the
Bondei, Sharnbaa, Kamba, Waara and Ororno, was also important to the
Mijikenda economy but did not involve any contact with townspeople or
Mustims-"
All trading contacts took place within the traditional market barter
system. Trading relations were between equals and were essentially
impermanent. Given the relatively high value of ivory on the world market,
in comparison with the value of the goods supplied to the M ijikenda, it
may seem that the town held a commercial trading advantage and
accumulated some surplus. Nevertheless we cannot infer that the
Mijikenda were not obtaining their own objective. the acquisition of
prestige goods. The fact that the Mijikenda were able to set certain trading
conditions. as in their requirement that beads and wire were to be supplied
to them together. is an indication they were not altogether subservient in
such matters. Since the Mijikenda were able to get ivory with relative ease,
it does not appear that the town exerted undue economic pressure on the
mainland. Some individual Mijikenda may have traded more or less
regularly with the same persons in the town. but there is no indication of
any permanent contractual trading during the early 19th century. Nor is
there any evidence that Muslim traders from the town actively sought
trading contacts in the rural hinterland.
The Emigration or All/slims to the Mainland
The determined effort by the Omani Busaidi Arabs to dominate the
northern Swahili coast in the early 19th century was aimed primarily at the
few Muslim settlements which represented actual or potential rival
influence: Pate. Lamu, Mombasa and Pemba.v' The effective take-over of
these areas by the Busaidi (Lamu in 1813, Pemba in 1822, Pate in 1824and
Mornbasa in (837) displaced many Muslims and caused them to emigrate
from the island towns to mainland rural areas. There they quickly
undertook the foundation and development of new settlements. As a result
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Those emigrating from Pemba were, for the most part, Mazrui and their
supporters. From Pate. those displaced were Nabhani Swahili and their
followers; they settled at Ozi on the mainland." In the case of Mornbasa,
most of the Mazrui inhabitants emigrated, to escape the risk of reprisal or
foreign rule; they and some of their followers. Swahili and slaves, quickly
formed new settlements at Tak aungu, north of Mombasa and at Gasi, to
the south. Guillain estimated that some 1,500 persons took part in the
move from Mombasa. .1X
The above-mentioned instances of Muslim dispersal and resettlement
can be compared, in a reverse sense, to the abandonment of mainland
towns by Muslim at the beginning of the 17th century. Then the Oromo
overland "invasion" had driven the Muslims out of mainland towns into
more concentrated communities in the Lamu archipelago and Mornbasa;
now the Busaidi maritime invasion forced many Muslims out of the island
towns.
The increase in Muslim presence on the mainland. which was not an
objective but certainly a consequence of Busaidi aggression. greatly
extended the restricted areas of Muslim settlement as they had existed for
the preceding two centuries. Muslim communities in the new mainland
settlements found themselves living far closer to non-M uslim rural people,
J:)oihsouih ·al1dwesiof TamuarchipeIago,· and ·l1ortI1· al1d souih·of
Mombasa. The potential for contacts between Muslims and non-Muslim
Africans was now greater than at any time since the beginning of the 17th
century.
The Effect of Economic Change and the Growth of Trade on Relations
between Muslims and non-Muslims after 1830
The pattern of trade which had prevailed on the Kenya coast during the
first three decades of the 19th century began to change in the 1830s.
Although Lamu and Mombasa fell subject to Busaidi political control
(centred at Zanzibar after 1840). their trade and economic development
progressed along somewhat independent lines, stimulated by the same
external economic forces which the Omani Busaidi Arabs manipulated so
successfully in building their East African commercial empire.r? The two
ports continued in their traditional role as suppliers of grain and ivory,
with an important difference: the demand for both these products rose
after 1835.
As to ivory. the entry of the United States and the western countries of
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supply was unable to respond to this stimulus, and therefore Arabs and
Swahili, who in the early 19th century had been satisfied to depend on the
Mijikenda, Pokomo and Oromo to bring them ivory, sought direct access
to its source. Swahili-Arab caravans began moving inland from Mombasa
in the late 1830s, and from Vanga possibly earlier, as the level of potential
profit made it worthwhile to incur extra cost. By the 1840s there were
regular caravans into the interior, but they were still relatively small. At
first this caravan traffic merely supplemented the traditional sources of
ivory. By the 1860s, however, Swahili-Arab caravans dominated the trade.
Similarly, expeditions from Larnu, and later Kau, moved inland as far as
the upper Tana river in search of ivory."!
As to grain, the traditional pattern of export, from Lamu and Pemba to
Mombasa and southern Arabia, was disrupted by the development of
extensive clove plantations on the islands of Pemba and Zanzibar, both of
which became large imr-orters of grain because the great numbers of slaves
used on the newly developed clove plantations produced no food but had
to be fed. It has been estimated that the resident slave population of
Zanzibar and Pemba more than tripled, from 59,500 at the beginning of
1830 to 183,000 in 1876.4.1 The Kenya coast, from Vanga to Larnu, became
the granary of East Africa during the 1840-1890 period, as Muslim
enterprise developed large and small plantations: in the Vanga area (rice)
and the Shimboni peninsula, around Gasi, on the mainland south and
north of Mornbasa, and in the Mazrui-dominated areas between
Takaungu and Msabaha.v' Further north, Malindi was refounded in 1861
and prospered as a plantation town, and there was also a general increase
in agricultural production on the mainland coast of the Lamu-Tana river
area.
Each town and area had its own peculiar economic character. When
Malindi was refounded, its rural hinterland was unoccupied. Vast tracts of
land were subsequently brought under cultivation, and there was almost
no limit to plantation expansion; in 1877 Kirk described fields of millet
extending 10-15 miles inland. In the hinterland of Mornbasa the soil was
generally poorer, and plantation growth was limited because parts of the
surrounding coastal plain were already inhabited. Mornbasa increased its
grain output beginning in the 1840s, but the increase was proportionally
less than that in the Takaungu, Malindi and Lamu areas. The economy of
Mombasa continued to rely heavily on trade throughout the century.
Malindi, in contrast, had virtually no inland trade." These differences
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Even this increase in agricultural production was not able to meet the
demand, and the Swahili and Arabs in the coastal towns intensified trading;
contacts with their rural African neighbours, in particular the Mijikenda,
in the search for grain (millet, maize, sesame, rice).46 Muslim traders were
no longer simply content to receive goods from rural people, as in the past,
but tried to increase their supply, seeking commercial advantage at its
source. Something similar had happened on a smaller scale in the 1820s in
Mombasa: a last-minute quest for ivory on the mainland before dhows
made their seasonal voyage north. But now the quest for increasing
supplies from rural people was not a mere seasonal effort. It was the
beginning of a trend which was to persist and increase for the next half
century.
By the middle of the 19th century, trade on the coast had entered fully
into a period of expansion. Stimulated by initiative from the town,
contacts between Muslim traders and non-Muslim potential trading
partners intensified. As competition increased, Muslim traders sought
contractual arrangements in order to ensure supplies, and thereby their
rural counterparts in turn, acquired market power. As each side foresaw an
opportunity for gain, personal relations stemming from trade grew up;
these had no precedent in earlier centuries. The transition from a market to
a contract system did not take place instantaneously or uniformly
throughout the coast, nor did it affect all persons involved in trade. In
some areas, where urban-rural relations were basically unstable or
unfriendly, no perceptible change occurred. Even in more favourable
areas, such as the coastal plain south of Mornbasa. where "bonds of
personal attachment" came to exist, the new circumstances seem to have
affected only a minority of the traders."
The opening up of caravan routes into the interior is a classic example of
economic penetration inland. The circumstances that stimulated the drive
into the interior also encouraged trade and economic development in the
inland areas of the coast itself. With similar motives, Arab and Swahili
entrepreneurs began to engage in commercial ventures even nearer home,
in the rural areas near coastal towns, particularly in the more easily
accessible parts of the coastal plain. lfivory was the coveted product ofthe
distant interior, grain was its less glamorous counterpart in rural areas
near the coast. Whether or not there was a connection between the rise in
demand for these two products and the Omani Busaidi occupation of the
island towns, it is clear that the occupation, and the ensuing migration of
Muslims to the mainland, accelerated economic change.
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the overseas Muslim world than with the African continent. Without
assessing the absolute validity of this statement, we can say that it was less
true after 1830 than before. The Muslims who moved to the mainland
coastal plain, to settle, plant, and trade, found their livelihood dependent
on their relations with mainland rural people. In some places Muslims
were living adjacent to, and even intermingled with, rural non-Muslims.
Migration to the mainland, coupled with economic growth, produced a
double effect. Not only were Muslims settled nearer to rural people than at
any time during the previous two centuries, but economic circumstances
were such as to encourage them into closer trading contacts than before.
Even those Muslims who continued to live in the island towns. including
new Muslim groups (notably the Baluchi) who came with the Busaidi
invasion, turned their economic sights inland.
Economic growth and an increase in demand led to a change in the
nature and scope of trading contacts between Muslims and non-M uslims.
This change was marked especially by the increase of urban initiative in
promoting trade with the rural areas, and, as we might expect, led to a
change in the relations between Muslims and no n-Muslims. As Muslim
entrepreneurs took the initiative on the mainland. relations which had
previously been official and group-oriented came to be more informal and
Oral evidence indicates that a high proportion of the first conversions to
Islam in the rural areas came about through trade and commercial
contacts with Muslims. This is not to imply that proselytism and
conversion were commercially motivated, but simply that they arose as a
eonsequeeee-ef-an- initialtrading€onta€t;commemialinterestscreated
common affinities, which in turn gave rise to personal relations favourable
to conversion. Proselytism was not carried out corporately by Muslim
groups, but by individuals. A number of traders were learned Muslims,
who were well versed in the doctrine of their faith and had a genuine belief
in the value of Islam and its ennobling qualities. In many cases the Muslims
who befriended early converts are remembered by name, an excellent
testimony to the personal nature of Muslim proselytism. The number of
individuals involved in such relationships seems to have been only a
minority and was never very high, but there is no doubt that the friendships
were real. Many informants relate the history of these early conversions by
referring to the non-Muslim by name, and by them stating "he had a
friend" and naming the Muslim friend.s?
Although trading initiative shifted to town centres, rural settlement
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people were bringing goods into the towns, differences in distance from
rural villages to urbancentres were relatively unimportant, within certain
limits; the urban recipient of rural produce cared little whether it came
from 10 or 30 kilometres away and, all other factors being equal, had no
reason to discriminate as to place of origin. The town constituted the single
market place attracting the surrounding rural inhabitants to bring in their
goods. As long as goods and labour were not scarce, carrying added little
to their value or cost. So, for example, in the Mombasa area in the 17th,
18th and early 19th centuries, as far as we know, all Mijikenda groups
participated in the town trade, wherever they lived. All had access to the
town on equal economic terms, and no single group dominated the trade.>"
The entrepreneurial energies of the active town trader, however, extended
into the entire hinterland of the town, and had no single focal point. He
looked widely, viewing the whole rural area selectively, and sought to
establish contact first with those places and people who lived nearest to
him or who represented the largest prospective market and source of
supply.
The Extension of Islamization into Rural Areas, UHO-1900
The Lamu Archipelago and Tana River area
There were many variations in local situations, and relations of Muslims
and non-M uslims differed from one part of the coast to another, and even
from one rural village to another in the same part of the coast. Whereas
general conditions arose after 1830 which led to closer relations between
Muslims and non-Muslim, and consequently proselytism and conversion,
specific circumstances varied. The beginning of conversions occurred in
different times at different places, and in some places did not occur at all.
Similarly, where initial conversions had taken place, Islamization did not
follow its course in a uniform way but in varying local patterns.
The Lamu Archipelago and Tana River area
The Oromo pastoralists with a strong traditional religion, tended to
resist Islamic influence. Until the beginning of their decline in the middle of
the 19th century. the Oromo dominated the mainland opposite the Lamu
archipelago, and north and south of the Tana river. They ranged from the
present-day Somali border as far south as Kilifi creek and effectively
restricted setttiementby other people (except the Pokomo) in this whole
area.
In 1810 the Somali were mostly north of the river Juba (although there is
evidence that they had been further south in earlier centuries). At
Ororno, they started a steady southward migration; this continued for the
rest of the century and brought them across the Juba river into northern
Kenya.>' The Somali were already Muslim when they began arriving in
Kenya. The main Islamizing influence on them had been Hadhrami and
Yemeni Ara os, who had immigrated .into Somalia beginning in the 14th
century. By the time of the ascendency of the Ajuran state (1500-1650) in
the Benadir, Islamization among the Somali was well under way, and it
continued after the Ajuran decline from oower.v Therefore, in relation to
the history of Islamization in the coastal region, the Somali are simply an
immigrant Muslim group.
The Oromo and the Somali lived an uneasy co-existence, which
fluctuated from mutual understanding to sporadic disagreement. As the
19th century progressed and the Somali pushed further south at the
expense of Oromo grazing land and territory, relations between them
became less friendly and eventually changed to a continual open conflict.
By the 1860s the Oromo had lost control of the area between the J uba and
the Tana rivers. The Oromo-Somaliconflict reached its climax in the 1865-
70 period, when many Oromo were killed, captured or dispersed, and the
Oromo population was red uced.>! The aggressive behaviour of the Somali
caused the Oromo to resist Islam and to consider almost all Muslims
(including the Omani Busaidi Arabs) their enemies.
The Nabhani Swahili of Pate, with whom the Oromo had carried on
trade from the middle of the 17th century, constituted an exception to the
general Oromo enmity towards Muslims. The Oromo continued to have
friendly relations with the Nabhani Swahili and to trade with them
til roughou t th~ ..I?th~el1tu rx,evenafterthe~a~h<lniha~a~al1d()nedf><lte
. island and taken up residence on the mainland. Their relations had begun
mainly for purposes of trade, but were reinforced by political
circumstances, when the Oromo and the Na bhani Swahili allied with each
other against the Sornali-Busaidi axis.>' Nevertheless this alliance
remained very much one of convenience, in view of religious differences
and the general hostility felt by the Oromo towards Muslims. It has been
estimated that whereas in the 1860s there were some 20,000 Oromo in 1893
only 2,000-3,000 Oromo remained in the Tana river area.» There are few
known written sources which mention MuslimOrorno before theend of
the 19th century, and these refer to Oromo who had left their own people
and joined up with Muslims: in one case with Bwana Mataka of Siyu (in
the 1840s) and in another case with a band of Somali (in the 1890s).56After
1870 some Oromo settled near Witu (traditionally their territory), where
they maintained their own separate villages, between Witu and the Tana
Witu), and some of them may very well have been converted, but to all
extents they had abandoned their nomadic ways." Few Oromo were
converted to Islam before the end of the 19th century. Most Oromo who
remained in the Tana river area after 1870 were not converted until the
1930s and 1940s.5x
During the 19th century the Boni were in contact with Bajun who had
settled in mainland agricultural villages to the north of Lamu, and there
was some intermarriage between them, but Boni traditional society was
not affected by Islamic influence. Even in the late 1880s the inland
settlements where Boni, Bajun and escaped slaves lived together comprised
separate ethnic villages, and there is no evidence of Boni conversion to
Islam. After the decline of the Oromo north of the Tana river, some Boni
became friendly to the Somali who moved into the area.t? A number of
present-day Boni villages are Muslim; their Islamization did not take place
until after 1900 but its history has not yet been recorded.w There is no
evidence of Islamization among the Dahalo and the Waata in the 19th
century.
The friendly relations of the Pokomo (particularly the lower Pokomo)
and the Nabhani Swahili began in the 17th century and continued
throughout the 19th century. The Nabhani suffered reverses during this
period and were forced to migrate on more than one occasion, but their
relations with the Pokorno were not interrupted. During the second decade
of the 19th century some Nabhani Swahili moved from Pate, then under
pressure from the Busaidi, to Ozi in the Tana river delta area. Even earlier
some Nabhani may have resided at Ozi, in a subsidiary mainland
settlernent.e! After 1822 the ruler of Pate, Fumo Luti bin Sheikh, moved
into exile at Ozi; the mainland history of the Nabhani Swahili of Pate
begins at that time. The Nabhani maintained their claim to the town of
Pate but never returned to rule there.
In the middle of the 19th century, the Nabhani set up their capital at
Kau, about 15 kilometres up the Tana river in lower Pokomo country.
During the years the Nabhani Swahili resided at Kau and in the Ozi area,
some Islamization undoubtedly occurred among the lower Pokomo who
lived near them. When Krapf visited Takaungu in 1846 he was offered the
guide services of Haji Abdallah, a Pokomo Muslim convert from Kau who
had moved to Mombasa.s- In 1862, when the Busaidi Arabs attacked and
captured Kau, the Nabhani Swahili were forced to move further inland to
Witu, from where they continued their longstanding relations with the
lower Pokomo. Such relations seem to have varied from one clan group to
another. Whereas the Buu Pokomo made regular tribute payments in.
operative or subOrdinate to the Swahili,who occasionally raided them and.
took grain by force. Some of the Pokomo who worked on Swahili.
pl<tntations nea.r Witu were converted to Islam, as were Pokomo married
to Swahili. These were all persons who had effectively left their own
society.v
By the time the Busaidi captured Kau, the town of Lamu was well-
established as the main nOrthern port of their East African empire, with a
thriving slave trade (as a'point of re~export) and a prosperous expanding
plantation economy on the mainland. Kiw became an advance trading
base for Lamu, and in this way the Busaidi comrrtercial network penetrated
direCtly into Pokomocountry. Traders from Lamu,as well as Swahili and
Arabs who were resident at Kati,organised expeditions up along the Tana
, river in search of ivory. The Pokomoalsobtoughtivorydownriver to Kau
(and Kipini), where it was bought and then forwarded to Lamu.s- '
The Pokomo also had relations with the Somali, but these were less
frequent and more distant thali their relations with either the Swahili or
Arabs. The Oromo-Somali conflict spilled over.into Pokomo country, in
the form of attacks andsP9r~lClicraidingbyth'eSomali, mainly against the
upperPokomo, throughout the remainder of the d:ntttiY65 TheIact that
the Pokomo were occasionally raided by Muslims (the Swahili atWitu and
the Somali) is indicative of the genenil situatioli.Intra-islandand inter-
isjarl(r'pojiiicarfe'ii(fs:'the-Nabhanl~BlIsaldisirllggiea.~d th~()r~~o­
Somali dispute, all' entailed' armed walfare and created a' prevailing
atmosphere of instability.. This affected the daily life of the Pokorno,
,because they found' themselves caught in the cr-oss..:fire of multiple
conflicts, sometimes even withiri their very homeland. There' was more
'. confentiej'':ri and lristabiliry-inthis 'area' tliiin' an§whe'reelse on'the"Ke'nya
with the possible exception ofthe area around Gasi (fromI865~85).
Few Pokorno villages would have lived securely without experienci'ng
hostility or threats at some time during eaclfdecade of the century.
The circumstances were anything but favourable to stable peaceful
relations with their Muslim neighbour's; artdit not stirprisingthanhe
injlu(~nc:e()rIslam ambngthe' Pokom<hvasnegligible,especially when we
remember that PokomosoCial 'and political organization remained very
most af the ce'ntur~":66 •
By 1875 Kauand Kipini were gr.owing in importance as trading centres,
and there is evidence that tr~de was increasing and becoming more varied.
The international demand for ivory remained high, and the usual items of
exchange (iron implemel?ts, cloth and'be~~s)were'supplemented with new
.varieties of cloth and other items: ker6sene, su,gar,saltiewelrv and. bv the
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a Pokomos sole livelihood, but now the number of Pokomo involved in
some aspect of trade increased. At the same time, in the 1880s, a number of
upper Pok orno (from Ndera, Gwano, and Ndura) began to migrate to
lower Pokomo country and to settle among the Kalindi in Chant, where
there was a large land surplus; most of these immigrants were young men
with no strong ties to their traditional religion.w A variety of reasons are
given for their migration: to escape Somali raids, to escape sorcery
accusations, to get rice land from the Kalindi, and to trade and get cloth at
Kau. Once settled in Chara, they began to produce a rice surplus and to
trade with the Muslim traders who had moved into the area from Lamu.
In 1890 several important events occurred in the Larnu archipelago and
Tana river area: the signing of the 2nd Anglo-German agreement, by which
the Germans agreed to withdraw from the area, the issue of a far-reaching
anti-slavery decree, and the capture of Witu and the destruction of Swahili
power there by the British.?" As slave labour became scarce and the
production of Larnu's mainland plantations declined, Muslim traders were
particularly anxious to acquire the surplus grain which the upper Pokomo
immigrants at Chara were able to supply. Under the influence of these
Muslim traders, a number of whom were also religious teachers, the upper
Pokomo in Chara be converted
IJoko:mo stayed in Chara , it is possible that they would remained
nothing more than a community of immigrant Muslim converts, but about
1910 some of them began to return to their upper Pokomo homeland,
where the British presence had restricted Somali raids and brought peace.
The arrival of indigenous upper Pokomo Muslim, together with Arab and
BajLintriiders'\vl1oenie"edupperPokomo'counir),forthefir~tti~e,~ettl~e,.
stage for an intense struggle between the traditional Pokomo elders and
the Pokomo Muslim converts. During the First World War Islam was
already beginning to spread as more upper Pokomo were converted, and
today most upper Po korno are Muslim.
Although some Kalindi became Muslim, other lower Pokorno. notably
the Buu, were less well disposed to Muslim influence. In 1887 the first
Lutheran missionaries arrived at Ngao to begin their work among the
lower Pokomo. By the mid-1890s some Ngao and Ngatana children were
already attending mission schools, and by 1914 it was clear that the lower
Pokomo were opting for Christianity. To this day Islam has made little
progress among t hern.?"
North uj'I'lIomhasa: 711(' Northern Mijik enda
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Mazrui of Takaungu and thc Swahili of Mornbasa. The Mazrui move to
the mainland (at Takaungu and Gasi) changed but did not rupture their
long-standing contacts with the Mijikenda. The Mazrui at Takaungu
found themselves particularly close to the Kaurna, and closer than before
to the Chonyi and the Giriarna , especially as the latter expanded
northwards, On the other hand. the Jibana. Karnbe, Ribe, Rabai and
Duruma, all of whom were now further away. had only limited relations
with the Ta kaungu Mazrui and never came strongly under their influence.
These five northern Mijikenda groups continued their traditional contacts
with the Swahili of Mornbasa: as the Swahili settled in the outlying
mainland areas. where they undertook trade and cultivation after 1840.
such contacts tended to take place not only within Mombasa town but
outside as well. With the Busaidi Arabs. however. the northern Mijikenda
did not have close relations.
In 1837 many Mazrui abandoned Mombasa and went north to
Takaungu, a small village which had been founded by Mazrui some three
years earlier."! The Mazrui at Takaungu sought good relations with the
nearby Mijikenda for evident reasons. As a refugee group. still under
threat of attack by the Busaidi Arabs (now entrenched in Mombasa some
50 kilometres away). they could not afford to antagonize their new
neighbours. For several months. until they were able to harvest sufficient
crops. the increasing Mazrui population at Takaungu depended on the
Kauma and others for food. The Kaurna k ava, the closest Mijikenda
village to Takaungu, was only 20 kilometres distant. Some of the
agricultural land then being cultivated by the Kauma in the Mavueni area
was even closer to Takaungu, only some 10 kilometres away." Previously
the Kauma had been the most distant M ijikcnda, and perhaps the least in
contact with the Mazrui and Swahili in Mornbasa, but now a Muslim
community was established in the coastal plain directly below their hilltop
village; as it turned out. the demand of that community for Mijikenda-
supplied goods was to grow steadily.
The Mazrui had more than one reason to seek the friendship of the
Mijikenda groups living nearest to them. They needed to establish contacts
to replace suppliers who had been bringing them goods in Mombasa.
Some of the Mazrui at Takaungu had previously engaged in exporting
from M ornbasa to Arabia and India. and they now reg uired local supplies
of grain. copal and ivory in order to continue that trade. Any raiding or
fighting with their mainland neighbours would have damaged immediate
and future trading prospects. Throughout the 1840s thc Mazrui remained
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Krapf visited Takaungu at the end of 1843, he descri bed it as a "threatened
refuge settlement't" Borrowing the advice given by Emery to the
Mombasa Swahili in 1825, we might say that the Kaurna, the Chonyi and
the Giriama were the "whole support" of the Mazrui community at
Takaungu. Good relations between the Mazrui and these northern
Mijikenda groups were certainly of mutual benefit. The Kauma and the
Chonyi developed regular trade with the Mazrui.?" The Giriama shifted
much of their ivory trade from Mombasa to Takaungu, which was closer
to their source of supply among the Oromo and the Waara; as the century
progressed, the Giriarna supplied vast quantities of grain and copal. The
Mazrui also had occasional direct trading contacts with the Ororno, to
whom they paid a "friendship tribute"." In contrast, the numerous and
prosperous northern Digo on the mainland south of Mombasa, who were
among the main suppliers to the Mazrui before 1837, did not have easy
access to Takaungu and continued to direct their trade to Mombasa
town.?"
Oral traditions indicate that the original settlement pattern of the
northern Mijikenda was a consequence of hostile relations with the
Oromo. When the Mijikenda first arrived in the hinterland area of
Mornbasa, continuing Oromo aggression forced them into palisaded
refuges (kayas),whereiheylived iri·reIativeiso!ationfromoutsidecbhtacts
and influence." The northern Mijikenda carried on extensive trade among
themselves and with their mainland neighbours (the Waara, the Kamba
and eventually the Ororno), as well as with the Arabs and Swahili of
Mombasa. There was considerable inter-ka.l'a migration and
.. jnterl11<lrrigge, .....but. Iittle.i.increase .... in numbers 0 rexpansiorr-intonew
territory. This was in contrast with the settlement pattern of the Digo, who
specifically mention theirgrowing numbers as one of the reasons for their
expansion throughout the coastal plain south of Mornbasa during the
latter part of the 17th and the whole of the 18th century."
Neither the Kauma nor the Chonyi were very numerous; in 1848
Rebmann estimated their numbers at 1,000 and 1,500 respectively." We
have already noted that in 1837 the total population of Takaungu,
including Arabs, Swahili and slaves, may have been as low as 1,500; in
1845, when Krapf found the Mazrui developing agricultural land south of
Takaungu, he estimated that there were 40-50 heads offamilies and 3,000-
4,000 slaves.w These general figures are a .useful indication of the
pqpulation scale which prevailed at the time. Probably there were no more
than 200 adult men among the Kaurna, and only slightly more among the
r"t............ __ .: .,...,
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there was only one mosque, the Jumaa Mosque built by Rashid bin Salim
bin Abdallah (who had led the whole migration from Mombasa) is further
confirmation of the smallness of the community."
In the late 1830s and early 1840s some Kauma were already visiting
Takaungu. At the end of the 1843 Krapft was told about the "heathen
Nyika and saw several belonging to the Kauma tribe"who were in the town
at the time. Oral tradition confirms that a number of Kauma moved back
and forth between k aya Kauma and Takaungu in order to trade,
occasionally residing temporarily in the town and eventually moving
permanently into Takaungu.v The number of Kauma taking part in this
trade was small, possibly only a handful in the beginning.s- Oral evidence
indicates they were probably innovative individuals whose energies were
channelled into commercial enterprise. Once they had taken up residence
in the town, they adopted Islam. It is not easy to date the precise beginning
of such conversions, but as early as 1846 Krapf mentions one Mtwana wa
Kai, an early Mijikenda convert in Takaungu.v
By the middle of the 19th century the Oromo had begun to withdraw
towards the Tana river, vacating large areas north of Kilifi creek. It thus
became possible for other people to expand into this area. The Giriarna,
the Mazrui and the Busaidi all took advantage of the Oromo retreat and
the subsequent availability of high-potential agricultural land. The
Giriarna, the largest northern Mijikenda group, with a population of some
8,000 at this time, were already expanding north of their original kaya; by
1850 some had settled in the Godoma area west of Takaungu. From
Godoma they continued to spread steadily northwards along the inland
plateau; by the late 1860s they were west of Mida creek, by the 1880s they
had reached Jilore, and in about 1890 they crossed north of the Sabaki
river.r- The Mazrui expansion northwards throughout a 50-kilometre
stretch of coastal plain as far as Msabaha and Arabuko, parallelled that of
the Giriama and in some cases may have been prompted by it. Further
north still, possibly in response to Mazrui expansion in that direction, the
Busaidi established and extended their sphere of territorial influence, with
the 1861 founding of the plantation towns of Malindi and Mambrui (on
the sites of long-abandoned earlier settlernentsj.s"
In the late 1850s and early 1860s, groups of Mazrui, moving north away
from Takaungu, established several new villages on the coastal plain,
which they found uncultivated and uninhabited, with the exception of
Waata hunters. Some Mazrui may have moved because of internal
disputes, after the succession to power of Rashid bin Khamis, who was not
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new villages maintained a second home in Takaungu -- since the Kwavi
were then raiding the coast, and a Busaidi attack remained a possibility
until the early 1860s. The new Mazrui villages were basically agricultural,
and in some cases may have been started in order to increase the output of
grain, already known to be profitable export commodity. This phase of
expansion lasted approximately ten years, c. 1855-1865, and marked the
beginning of a revival of Muslim settlements on the mainland north of
Kilifi creek. Numerous small villages sprang up throughout a part of the
Kenya coast which had been the exclusive domain of hunters and
pastoralists for the preceding two centuries: Mnarani, Mavueni,
Kibokoni, Mtondia, Mkenge, Mtanganyiko, Koweni, Konjora, Roka,
Sokoke, Uyuornbo, Shaka, Mida, Watarnu, Tezo, Msabaha and
Arubuko. Specific Mazrui families are associated with the origins of each
village. Not all the villages were of equal agricultural or commercial
importance; some were more like large family manor estates. Many of the
villages still exist today; others flourished until near the end of the century
and then were abandoned.s?
The reconciliation of the Takaungu Mazrui with the Busaidi Arabs took
place in the mid-1860s and was confirmed by the visit of Rashid bin
Khamis to Sultan Majid in Zanzibar. The military outcome of the
reconciliation (a .Ma.Z:fui-built -fort- at Takaungu . wasvgarrlsoned" by a
Hadhrami military force answerable to the Sultan) was of minor
importance in comparison with the economic consequences. Takaungu
and all the other Mazrui villages were fully incorporated into the Zanzibar
commercial system, with a subsequent rise in the external demand for
.grain,a.natheentryof. outside capital and enterprise, starting with the
Hadhrami who manned the fort; these developments, in turn, stimulated
agricultural expansion in the new villages and an increase in trade with the
Mijikenda.s"
The Mazrui built mosques in most of the new villages, and some of the
villages became important centres of Muslim influence. This was'
particularly true of villages which were well-situated to develop close trade
relations with neighbouring Mijikenda, and of villages where a strong
Muslim personality (or personalities) lived. The towns nearest to kava
Kauma and kaya Chonyi attracted Kauma and Chonyi immigrants,
whereas the towns further north tended to have closer relations with the
Giriama who lived inland from them.s? Soon after its foundation sometime
in the 1850s, the port of Mtanganyiko became more important than even
Takaungu as a commercial and trading centre. Its site at the head of Kilifi
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Takaungu together were exporting more grain than Mombasarin the
1890s Mtanganyiko exported twice as much as Takaungu.w Some Kauma
Muslim traders moved from Mavueni and Takaungu, to Mtanganyiko,
and new Kauma immigrants were attracted there from the kaya.
Mtanganyiko came to be the main urban residence of Kaurna converts and
the eventual site of a Quranic school (chua) whose impact was felt even on
the coast south of Mombasa.?'
All Kauma converts lived in Muslim villages or towns, and none resided
in kava Kauma, They would go back to visit their village and relatives, but
the only ones who went back to stay on in the village were those who
abandoned Islam and returned to their traditional ways. Some converts
may have encouraged individual [riends or relatives to leave the kaya and
move to the town; this is probably how the number of converts initially
increased. To some extent the presence of an immigrant convert
community in a village or town tended to attract more immigrants and
converts to that town. Thus some villages came to have a number of
converts, while other villages had none. Even in towns with large numbers
of converts, the converts did not represent more than a minority, of the
total population of any given Mijikenda group. There is no record of any
attempt to proselytise from within the kaya. Thus, though the converts
influenced some individuals within traditional society, there was no direct
challenge to traditional society itself. When visiting their original village,
the converts would pray alone. Since they had a mosque in town, it did not
occur to them to build a mosque in or near the kaya. For them, Islam was
distinct and incompatible with the traditional, at least in broad terms, and
was associated with a move to the town.
There is evidence that the Mazrui took the initiative in fostering close
relations with the Kauma, the Chonyi and the Giriama. The name of
individual Mazrui who did so are well remembered, and these persons are
described as "the one who went to the Giriarna" or "the first to befriend the
Kauma". Their motives were almost always commercial, for example, the
quest for local goods (ivory, grain, and copal), but at the same time their
relations with the Mijikenda were not limited to trade. Abdallah bin
Muhammed bin Nassor, one of the first traders to be in close contact with
the Kauma, was a "religious teacher who converted many Kauma". Juma
bin Khamis bin Mbaruk, who established trading contacts with the
Giriarna and also founded the village of Roka and built its moque, was a
competent medical practitioner ("hodari wa utabibu"); he cured many
Giriama. and some of them were subsequently converted to Islam. Some
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Giriama convert, for example, was the brother of a girl married to a
Muslim.s?
The rate at which individuals were converted is not certain, but by the
1880s the Kauma in Mtanganyiko were running a Quranic school. The
three Kauma teachers there {later joined by two more) were all children of
converts. The pattern of unschooled converts sending their children to
school (as also happened among the Digo) was instrumental in injecting a
certain vitality into the convert community. Indeed the most impressive
aspect of Kauma Islamization was its intensity not its extent. Kauma
converts were known among the Mazrui for their faithful adherence to
Islam, and few Kauma converts returned to live in their traditional society.
By the 1880s, a second generation of Kauma Muslims existed. They were
not many in number, but some ofthem had been schooled in their faith and
were active in spreading it. The Kauma Quranic school, the first
Mijikenda-run school at the coast, came to be known throughout northern
Mijikenda country and south of Mombasa among early Digo converts;
some Digo Muslims came to live in Mtanganyiko or sent their children to
learn there, since the first Digo Quranic school had not yet been founded. 93
None of the early Kauma converts continued to live in the rural areas.
Their conversion was clearly associated with a move away from theirrural
. home·to··atowflorviHagewithaforeignMuslimpopula.tion.Sirice· the
early converts were sufficiently numerous to maintain their own ethnic
identity and were not totally assimilated by the foreign culture or
community (with the exception of women married into it), it would be
inaccurate to consider their conversion as thoroughly detribalising. The
convertsestablishedtheirowncommun~esinthetownswheretheylived·····
and so became one more among resident Muslim groups. The first
converts were known as haji (plural: mahaji), a term adopted by non-
Muslims to refer to Muslim converts as persons who had gone over to
Islam. (The term is more appropriately applied to a Muslim who had made.
the pilgrimage to Mecca.)
Conversions split the Kauma community into two groups, the majority
remaining traditionalists. Since the converts moved away from the kaya,
no ideological conflict or internal struggle developed within Kauma
society. The two groups lived apart, with some movement of individuals
between them, but at no time did the Kauma Muslims attempt to Islamize
the whole of Kauma society. From the 18-70s onwards, as the second
generation of Muslims grew up away from the kaya (the first generation to
do so), their contacts with traditional relatives decreased, and bonds
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circumstances but in smaller numbers than the Kauma. On the whole the
Chonyi and the Giriama were considered to be less ready converts than the
Kauma, and some of those who were converted are said to have practised
their faith half-heartedly or to have left off being Muslim altogether.
The Giriarna who migrated and settled north of Kilifi creek after 1850
(the only northern Mijikenda to do so in large numbers) were well situated
to develop contacts with the inhabitants of the northern Mazrui villages.
We have already seen how the Giriama brought much of their surplus grain
to the port of Mtanganyiko. The other Mazrui villages were primarily
plantation settlements; but they carried on some local trade with the
Giriama; such villages as Roka (through Wesa) and Watamu were small
ports and attracted the usual items of export. In the 1880s, when the
Giriama reached the Jilore area, they established contact with Muslims
resident in Malindi and Marnbrui, but these two towns were then at the
height of their plantation prosperity and had almost no tradition of
hinterland trade. Such trade increased marginally during the 1890s but did
not really develop until after 1900.94 Giriama settled in Malindi and in
some of the Mazrui villages, and were converted to Islam; there were haji
communities of Giriama converts in Mida, Watarnu, Roka and Tezo.
Towards the end of the century a Giriama Muslim community also grew
up inland at Kakuyuni, under the influence of Muslim traders from
Malindi, The haji community at Mida, which had close relations with the
converts at Kakuyuni, became particularly important and established
itself as an independent settlement apart from the Mazrui.v' The number of
Giriama in close contact with Muslims was small, and only a minority of
the Giriama were converted to Islam; the great majority continued to
adhere to their traditional religious beliefs.
The Mazrui dominated the area from Takaungu as far north as
Msabaha, but did not exert much influence south of Takaungu, where the
Jibana, Kambe, Ribe, Rabai and Duruma tended to maintain relations
with the Swahili of Mombasa. The Swahili, who had always played an
impprtallt commercial role as traders were also small-scale agriculturalists
andhadbeel1cultivating for centuries, on Mombasa island and in parts of
th~ surroun~in!:J; IIlainland. Even the Swahili who used slave labour in
their fields very often worked side by side with their slaves.
After 1840 agriculture expanded, though farms in the Mombasa area
remained small, on the average, in comparison with the plantations of
M.alindi a lld. M.ilIIlbfui.~'Xa,hili.~~nQ.l~fa,;I;>;~):R~g~Il,Y,) mQyeif?%~oIIlbasa
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agricultural expansion; this continued throughout the 1850s and 1860s,
and was so vigorously carried on by the mid-1860s that New, in
commenting on the Swahili, could term agriculture "one of their chief
pursuits";"
At approximately the time the Swahili were moving north off Mombasa
island to occupy parts of the coastal plain, the nothern Mijikenda began to
disperse out of their kayos. This began to take place among the Rabai and
the Giriama in the 1840s, among the Duruma, Ribe, Chonyi and Jibana in
the 1850s and among the Kambe and Kauma in the 1860s.97 During the
second half of the 19th century the Duruma expanded along the inland
plateau to the south (in the same way the Giriama expanded northwards).
As a result many Duruma moved some distance away from Mornbasa, into
areas where they had almost no contact with Muslims. The dispersion of
the other nothern Mijikenda was more of a local residential expansion, to
settle on the hillsides surrounding the kayas and on the nearby coastal
plain, in areas which had previously been used only for cultivation. By
1870 the residential pattern of the northern Mijikenda had been
dramatically transformed. Instead of living all together in densely-
populated k ayas, they had dispersed into scattered homesteads. This
change in residential pattern, with a corresponding change in social and
economic organization, can be considered the beginning of a decline in the
central authority of thekayaeldel'sand allthey sfoodfoLNevertheless;the
northern Mijikenda still constituted a strongly-traditional society and
were little affected by Muslim influence for the remainder of the 19th
century.
In some areas north of Mombasa, there was an intermingling of
Mijikenda and- Swahili-and -their-farrns came to beinrerspersed. Extfa: .
k aya expansion and off-island agricultural development progressed along
a collision course; this could have led to tension and conflict between the
Mijikenda and the Swahili, had it not been for the existence of a good deal
of land that was still unused. In the mid-1860s New observed how Swahili
farmers were "encroaching year by year" on Mijikenda land, but at the
same time he noted that most of that land was "left to run wild" and that by
paying a small fee the Swahili could "settle where they pleased".98 The
Mijikenda, now residing in dispersed homesteads, still looked to the elders
of kaya for ritual and judicial authority, but their new decentralised living
pattern meant that individuals were 111 a better position to develop trade
and other contacts with Muslims.
After 1840 Mombasa's inland trade also expanded, as part of the general
economic growth then taking place throughout the East African coast.
Swahili and Arab entrepreneurs, some of whom were agriculturalists as
well began their search for ivory in the interior; at the same time small-
scale traders were increasingly active in the hinterland of Mombasa,
looking for local produce such as grain and copal (and, later, copra and
rubber), for which there was an overseas demand. The northern Mijikenda
tended to go into the town less; they maintained trade relations rather with
the townsmen who had settled in the outlying areas or who came into those
areas specifically to trade. Relations between the northern Mijikenda and
the Muslims of Mombasa gradually changed from being corporate and
group-oriented to a variety of individual contacts; this increase in personal
relations encouraged and facilitated proselytism and conversion. -Small
villages such as Magombani and Kidutani became intermediary trading
centres where Mijikenda and Swahili met to carryon the numerous small
commercial transactions that increasingly made up urban-rural contacts.
As the century progressed, some of these villages came to have small
groups of resident Mijikenda converts, such as the Jibana Muslim
community at Kidutani.v? A number of northern M ijikenda also continued
to visit and to settle in Mombasa town, where they were converted, but
details of this are not known. The trend was for Swahili to move to the
mainland, closer to the northern Mijikenda, where they developed more
personal relations than in the past and attracted a few M ijikenda to settle
near them. Few Muslims are known to have settled in or to have lived near
the northern M ijikenda k ayas; the main instance was a small Muslim
community which began at Ribe (where they still live today) when New
brought a Muslim helper with him to the Mission Station there. 100
In 1865 New remarked that, though the Mijikenda "have been
associating with the Muhammadans of the coast for centuries, Islam has
made scarcely any impression upon them ... the great body of the people
remain unaffected by Muhammadanism". He described Mijikenda
converts as persons "who have left their infidel relations and taken up their
abode with the faithful. "101 The description was valid for all northern
Mijikenda converts; those who were converted as a result of contact with
Mombasa Muslims opted out of k aya life, as did those under Mazrui
influence. The Mijikenda had been in contact with Muslims for some 250
years, possibly more, but not until an energetic Muslim commercial
expansion took place on the mainland did appreciably closer relations
develop between Muslims and the Mijikenda. Even then, only a small
number of northern Mijikenda were converted. The process of
Islamization among them involved a peripheral emigration of individuals,
leaving the core of their society intact. By the end of the century convert
north of Mombasa, and in some places existed in their own right. The
pattern of northern Mijikenda Islamization was firmly fixed, moving
along a tangent away from traditional society.
South of Mombasa: the Digo
At first glance it might seem that the northern Oigo found themselves in
more or less the same circumstances' as the northern M ijikenda, but a
number of factors caused their relations with Muslims to develop
differently. The geographical position of the northern Digo favoured trade
with Mombasa and with the Swahili village of Mtongwe. Between 1830
and 1900 Muslim (Arab, Swahili, Baluchi) entrepreneurs established more
extensive trade relations with the Oigo than with any other Mijikenda
group. The volume ofDigo trade with Mornbasa (and Mt ongwe) probably
exceeded that of all the northern Mijikenda together. M ore important
than volume of trade -vas the fact that some Oigo became trading agents
and partners, working in collaboration with Muslims. Near the end of the
century a number of Muslim traders settled in Oigo villages, adding to the
already growing Muslim influence among the Oigo. And the spread of the
Qadiriyya Muslim brotherhood (tariqa) south of Mombasa served to
intensify Islamic fervour among early Digo converts
The'Oigo"were"byfatthela:fgestMijikendii'group. In"!84SKrapf
estimated their number at 30,000, and that of all the other Mfjikenda at
2U,0')/). While not distinguishing between the northern and southern Digo,
Krapf did mention the names of various Digo sub-groups (Mtawe,
Shimba, Lungo, Oigo and Jombo) in a way indicating that the northern
, Bigoconstitutedthemajority oftlre'fotaIDigopo'puliifiOri:T62"Or~r ",.
evidence relating to their migration and expansion throughout the coastal
plain between Likoni and Kinondo is corroborative. The northern Digo,
definitely more than half of the total, probably numbered some 20,000.
Furthermore, many of the northern Digo lived on the coastal plain near
Mombasa, and so had easier access to the town than did the northern
Mijikenda. Whereas the latter had settled in the hills, relatively far inland,
and had remained within their original kava villages, the Oigo had initially
settled both in the hills, at l(wale, and on the coastal plain, at Kinondo.
The village of Kinondo was the only original Mijikenda kava to have been
founded-on the coastal plain. and was an exception to the overall pattern of
17th century Mijikenda settlement. Before the end of the 17th century
some of the Digo who had settled at Kwale, in the northernmost ridges of
the Shimba hills mnpf' movpr! r!o",n AntA th~ ~ln;~ t~ I'" .. _..J I....... J .... ,--
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Timbwani, Boffu and other villages south of Mombasa.wi This expansion
broughout the northern Digo nearer than any of the northern Mijikenda to.
Mombasa town.
In 1837, at the beginning of the Busaidi period in Mombasa.jherewere
fourteen northern Digo villages (all called kayas, but without the precise
historical Mijikenda kayas): Kwale, Mtaye (Mtawe), Bo.ubo, Kiteje.
Boffu, Timbwani, Similani (Pungu), Longo, Tiwi, Waa, Diani, Likunda,
Muhaka and Kinondo. Twelve of these (all except Kwale and Mtayej.were
in the coastal plain; seven of the twelve were within ten kilometres of
Mombasa; and four of the remaining five were easily accessible by boat
since they were not far inland. At this time the Digo were steadily
expanding into new areas, and a number of subsidiary settlements
surrounded the main kayas and were dependent on them. 104 Viewed in
economic terms, the northern Digo villages were in a unique position: they
were especially attractive to traders who sought trading opportunities on
the mainland, and at the same time they restricted Swahili agricultural
expansion south of Mornbasa. The northern Digo were of considerable
commercial importance to Mornbasa, political changes having caused
some of the northern Mijikenda to shift their trade to Takaungu.
Being a matrilineal people, the Digo had a complex network ofIamily
and clan relations among various villages. lOS They also had a long history
of dispersion and migration from one village to another. Firm social
controls existed within each village, but there was an absence of rigid
regimentation; variation, was tolerated to a high degree, and there was
considerable scope for personal initiative. These circumstances facilitated
initial conversions among the Digo, as well as contacts between early
converts, and helped Islam to spread from the villages where it first took
root.
The northern Digo consistently testify that they were first attracted to
Islam because of their friendly relations with theTangana Swahili living at
Mtongwe on the southern mainland. The village of Mtongwe had been
founded by immigrants from the island of Pemba, Pernba had a long
history of close relations with Mombasa and formed part of the Mazrui
sphere of influence from the middle of the 18th to the early 19th century.
Throughout this period there was a constant movement of people- and
goods between the two islands Pemba supplying grain to Mombasa;
Guillain says that persons would withdraw temporarily to Pernba in time
of troubles in Mornbasa town, and that Pernba attracted immigrant
settlers from Mombasa.tw After the Busaidi occupation of Pemba in 1822,
('{)nt~rt<; between Mornbasa and Pemba declined but we know from
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Pemba in 1824-26. At sometime during the late 1820s or the early 1830s a
group of Tangana Swahili emigrated from Pemba and settled near
Kilindini creek on the mainland south of Mombasa, and founded the
village of Mtongwe. Muslim villages are known to have existed previously
on the southern mainland (Rezende's map of 1634 shows two such villages)
but apparently no permanent Muslim settlement existed there during the
early 19th century. 107 Oral tradition has it that Mtongwe was founded on
the site of an earlier abandoned settlement.
The Tangana, one of the "three tribes" of Mombasa had been
traditionally allies of the Digo since the ISth century, and most likely
sought the approval of the Digo elders of kava Longo and kaya Kiteje(the
nearest Digo villages) before settling at Mtongwe. The Digo say they
themselves were already in the Mtongwe area and drew back peacefully
when the Tangana came to live there. It is not certain why the Tangana
settled on the mainland instead of on Mombasa island. They had been
agriculturalists in Pemba and conditions on the mainland were probably
like those they were accustomed to, suitable for growing cereal crops and
for pasturing goats and cattle. Perhaps they anticipated difficulty in
integrating into town life, or they may simply have wished to escape the
then prevailing tension and intrigue in Mombasa town. The settlers
comprised members oftwomainfail1ilygroups,.sol11esl11allerf<tl11iliesal1d
anumberof slaves. The new village at M tong\ve established itself quickly.
Describing his visit to the southern mainland in 1845 Krapt mentions the
"Mohammedan village of Mtongwe", Von der Deckeri's 1868 map shows
two settlements in the Mtongwe area, "Mkugoni" and "Kwa Djaka", with
cultivated fields lying to the wesLIOS These two settlements corresponded
.to the original areas occupiedbytheTWOma.iriTamilygroups,eac!1o[ .
which had dug a well and built a mosque. Mtongwe's first mosque, the
Mkunguni Mosque (the first to be built in the southern hinterland of
Mombasa in the 19th century), is said to have been built on the foundation
of older mosque ruins; the second mosque, the Girande Mosque (also
known as Jaka's Mosque), was built some time after the Mkunguni
Mosque.l?? Both family groups planted coconut trees and began to
cultivate extensively; some family members established trading contacts
with the neighbouring Digo, Asecond southern mainland village, Likoni
(also on Von der Decken's map), was founded by Kilindini Swahili. Some
trade was carried on there, but it remained primarily agricultural and did
notdevelop into as important a commercial and trading centre as Mtongwe.
Muslim migration to the south of Mornbasa began in much the same
way as that to the north. Swahili farmers and traders moved to Mr on owe
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coast at Gasi, Subsequent developments. however, were quite different
from what occurred north of Mombasa and north of Takaungu, for the
Digo already occupied much of the coastal plain and effectively prevented
further expansion and settlement by Muslims. The Swahili at Mtongwe
and Likoni extended their plantations quite far to.the south and the west-
in the 1860s New noted the "thriving plantations" of "Mtongwe and
Lakone" - but the presence of nearby Digo villages limited further
growth. 110 The Mazrui remained in the immediate vicinity of Gasi, and
established only one other settlement south of Mornbasa, a refuge-retreat
village which they built for defensive purposes in the inland hills at Mwele.
The Gasi Mazrui had friendly contacts with the' Swahili ofMtongwe, but
were more important to the southern than the northern Digo.
The establishment of Mtongwe meant that Muslims and non-Muslims
were living closer to each other than in any other part of the Mombasa
hinterland, and possibly closer than on any other other part of the Kenya
coast at this time. Thus began the friendly relations which have continued
up to the present between the Tangana of Mtongwe and the Digo. Their
relations were (and are still) so close shat, according to the northern Digo,
the relationship between them and the Tangana is not one of blood-
brotherhood, rather the Tangana are Digo. By 1860 they were
collaborating in many ways. The Digo were involved m regular trade-with
the Tangana; some Digo had taken up residence in Mtongwe for purposes
of trade and business or to work for the Tangana, and some Tangana had.
married Digo women. Relations were particularly close between Mtongwe
and the villages of Longo and Kiteje; Tangana elders knew and met
regularly with their Digo counterparts from these two villages.
Northern Digo contacts with Muslims were not limited to the Tangana
of Mtongwe. Many Digo who had previously (i.e, before the 1830s) been
taking produce into Mornbasa town now found it .more convenient to
direct their trade to Mtongwe, but others continued to ferry goods across
Kilindini creek to the island. Eventually Mtongwe succeeded in capturing
a large share of the northern Digo carrying trade, but this success never
constituted a monopoly. As the century progressed an increasing number
of Digo took up semi-permanent residence in Mornbasa to.do business or
to trade, and Digo are also known to have moved to settle in Takaungu or
Mtanganyiko where they came under Muslim influence. Perhaps more
important for relations of Muslims and non-Muslims was the fact that
Mombasatraders found themselves forced to adopt a more aggressive
approach to trade with the Digo, in order to counteract Mtongwe's
influence. Muslims (Baluchi, Swahili-Bajun and Arabs) from Mombasa
large market of Ngare (chete cha Ngares, in an effort to maintain and
promote trading contacts. Ngare market, the largest indigenous market in
the whole area, was held every four days in accordance with Digo custom.
and attracted traders from Mombasa and Mtongwe and from all the
northern Digo villages, including the inland kayos of Kwale and Mtaye,
Mombasa traders seem to have bypassed Kiteje and Longo (where the
Mtongwe Tangana were known to have special interests), and sought
instead to establish and strengthen ties with such villages as Pungu, Waa
and Tiwi which were slightly further south.
In some cases Digo acted as the local trading agents of Muslims or came
to have a Muslim patron in town who assisted them in their trading
ventures. In addition to engaging in local and urban trade, the Digo also
got involved in the incipient trade with the interior, for which they were
well situated, since the early inland caravan routes from Mombasa passed
through Digo and Duruma country. Mijikenda, including Digo, acted as
caravan porters, and there is evidence that a few wealthy Digo joined
caravan expeditionsand traded upcountry in partnership with Swahili and
Arabs. Some Digo, from Diani and further south, carried on regular trade
with P~mba.111 Thus the northern Digo developed a wide range of
commercial contacts. As trade grew the Digo became more involved with
Muslims .. T?rou~11 ..t~eir. relations with .... Muslil11tI"aders...<lJlUmber of
northern Digo were attradeoand converted· to Islam. One informant
described how his father was converted by an Arab trader who said: "You
are a Mnyika, convert, and let's eat together. "112
Conversions to Islam also took place as a result of sickness and spirit
possessij:)~.f\.1usliIll. heaJeEs. ()rl11.e<ii<:ilJe:rnen. imganga; pLwaganga),who
were sometimes religious teachers as well, carried on an active practice
among the nothern Digo, and came to exert a marked influence on them.
Digo would go to Mtongwe or Mombasa for medical treatment, when
their traditional cures failed them, and Muslim medicine-men frequented
the rural hinterland in search of patients. As early as the 1840s Krapf came
across a wandering-Muslim mganga in a village south of Likcni.U ' That
the Digo turned to Muslim waganga was consistent with their concept of
sickness and the spirit world. Traditionally they practised a variety of
therapeutic treatments and ceremonies (including exorcism), depending
on the sickness or spirit involved. Once a Digo had become closely
involved with non-Digo Muslims, he also considered himselfsubject to the
influence of alien Muslim spirits. The malevolent action of these spirits
could only be counteracted by the corresponding medicinal power of Islam
possessed by a Muslim mganga. Conversion to Illl"", rponrpo"",",,,,A l'•• Il __
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identification with that power. One Muslim healer is described as having
told a Digo who was seriously ill: "You are possessed by the spirit of an
Arab; if you convert, you will get better. "114
Some writers have noted the appeal to traditional societies of Islam's
superior "magical" or spiritual efficacy. us There is no doubt that some
Digo sensed a higher form of healing strength in Islam. What really seems
to have mattered, however, was the suitability of specific cures, not
whether Muslim medicine was more powerful than traditional medicine.
Digo methods were considered to be impotent against Muslim spirits,
because such spirits came from outside Digo society. Through conversion
the convert gained access, without rejecting traditional cures, to
supernatural resources which could cope with foreign spirits (and perhaps
with a few local ones as well). The spiritual power of Islam could prove
equally ineffectual in dealing with a Digo (non-Muslim) spirit; Muslim
converts afflicted by traditional sicknesses and spirits turned to their own
waganga when Muslim medicine failed.t!e Muslim and traditional
waganga may have competed, but their methods complemented each
other. The use of Muslim charms, side by side with traditional ones, came
to be widespread, even among non-M uslims.U?
Conversions arising out of treatment by Muslim waganga were
recognized by the Digo as leading to a particular kind of Islam, Uislamu
Il'a pepo, what we might loosely call "Islam brought on by spirits", as if the
convert had somehow become a Muslim in order to deal with some spirits
which otherwise would have got the better of him. Such conversions
tended to be superficial, in comparison with conversions resulting from
trading contacts and friendships with Muslims. They did not imply any
change in traditional beliefs and practices; the world of Muslim spirits was
simply incorporated into a traditional context.
In the middle of the 19th century, northern Digo society was
decentralized. There was no single overall ruler, nor had there been a
strong centralized polity since the foundingof the first two settlements at
Kinondo and Kwale. Each village (kaya) had a predominant clan (usually
the founding clan, but occasionally a later usurping clan), which took
precedence ill the k aya, There were a number of prominent elders, who
were the recognized guardians of tradition, religious well-being, social
order and justice; the senior elder (mzee) was usually chosen from among
the matrilineal descendants of the original founder of the kava. The village
ngan.bi. a kind of council which had specific powers and operated in semi-
secrecv. had several zrades of membership. Promotion was not automatic,
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elders of two or more villages would meet as necessary to settle disputes
and to consider matters of mutual interest. Because of extensive inter-
village marriage and migration, many of the elders were known, and in
some cases related to the elders of other neighbouring kayas.us
The Muslims who entered Digo country first established contact with
village elders, usually to request permission to trade. Early Muslim traders
are known to have close relations with the mzee, and other Digo elders, of
such villages as Kiteje, Longo, Similani (Pungu), Waa, Tiwi and Diani,
and also with the elders of a number of smaller villages. A high proportion
of the early Digo converts were elders and members of the ngambi of their
village. They were men of influence, and there is unanimity in attributing
outstanding personal traits to a number of them.U? It is clear that they
came into close contact with Muslims because of the positions they held,
though there is also evidence that other less influential Digo had contacts
with Muslims. Were we to compile a "Who's Who" of 500 prominent
northern Digo in the 19th century, many would have been in contact with
Muslim traders at some time before 1885, and possibly as many as 50 of
them had been converted to Islam by that time. In terms of total
population the converts were few, but because of their status they
legitimized Islam, and had an influence far beyond their numbers.
CollectiVely their. conversions probably had .a greater impact than the
conversion of a single powerful ruler of a centralized state.
Some Digo may have become Muslim during the 1830s'and 1840s, and
moved to live in a Muslim town or village such as Mombasa or Mtongwe.
It was not until the 1850s or early 1860s that a number of Digo converts
. decided to· continue to ·Iivein their home village: Oraltraditiohcohfirms
that those who did so were few; in one village they were "a handful" and in
another "between fifteen and twenty", 120 When we remember that the total
Digo population numbered in the thousands, the proportion of converts
appears insignificant; there was no mass movement of conversions. Given
the prominent status of many of the converts, it is not surprising that they
chose to remain in their home villages. For them, choosing Islam was in
some way are-enforcement of their status as leaders and did not represent
a rejection of their traditional way of life. Through conversion they came
to share in the prestigious and encroaching world of Islam, whose values
and success (material as well as spiritual) must have been genuinely
attractive to them. That some Digo converts decided to continue to live in
their rural homes was an unprecedented innovation which had never
occurred during previous centuries, as far as we know, and which did not
____________ ~ __ L_
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In the mid-1860s New observed how "a few Wadigo ... have partially
adopted the Kisuaheli dress, and proudly call themselves Islam (sic) ".121
The implication of New's statement is that the Digo who had simply
adopted Muslim dress were not really Muslim at all. Early Christian
missionaries were quickfo observe that it was relatively easy for the
African to accept Islam and to claim to be a Muslim. They considered
Islam to be a highly accommodating religion, since it required only verbal
assent to an all-powerful God and recognition of Muhammed as God's
prophet, and little immediate change on the part of the convert. A Muslim
convert was not expected to conform to the demands of Islamic
orthodoxy, even allowing for the broadest interpretation of orthodoxy.t-",
The initial demands of Islam on the individual Digo convert who
remained in his village were minimal; in most ways his life went on as
before. Indeed, it continued as before to the degree that he wanted it to, for
he was living in an environment where there were no mosques, no Muslim
teachers, no call to prayer and no social pressures to conform to accepted
Muslim standards. The early convert did not feel any conflict of interests
or incompatibility between traditional customs and Islam. He may have
lived according to his new religion in such details as dress and giving
Muslim names to his children, or in more important matters directly
related to religious practice, such as prayer and fasting. Most converts
behaved as Muslims in some way; but behaviour varied wjdely, For
example, many early converts did not bring up their children as Muslims;
others not only raised their children as Muslims: but even sent z.way
wives who refused to be converted. Among converts to Uislamu wa
pepo some were nominal Muslims and did not show any Muslim beha-
viour whatsoever. Others are said to have even forgotten their Muslim
names and to have gone back to ask the Muslim who had converted them
what their Muslim name was.t-!
The Muslim convert who learned to pray and actually prayed his
Muslim prayers, with whatever frequency, tended to become a person
apart, but many traditional and family customs existed to counteract this
tendency. Most early converts did not discard customary practices; they
continued to attend traditional ceremonies and meetings, even when some
of these involved behaviour contrary to orthodox Islam, for example, the
drinking of alcohol (palm-wine) at ngambi meetings. When" two or more
converts began to meet, for example, to pray together, they formed a group
apart and created social tension. As the number of converts increased, they
came to form a small community in a particular village. They began to
establish norms for themselves as to what was considered correct or
the open the latent conflict between Digo customs and the basic tenets of
Islam, not at the level of sophisticated points of Islamic law or asceticism
but as regards the most elementary requirement of their new religion.
The converts who were in regular contact with foreign Muslims in
Mtongwe and Mornbasa tended to adopt higher Muslim standards. More
important for the initial consolidation of Islam in the rural areas, converts
were in close contact with each other. When they realized they should not
eat the meat of an animal which had died a natural death (mfu) or had not
been slaughtered according to proper ritual, some converts began to eat
apart. On Fridays they would go to pray in one of the mosques in
Mtongwe. During the month of Ramadhan they would fast, and then go to
Mtongwe (or Mombasa) to celebrate the Idd. By eating and praying apart,
and celebrating Muslim feasts together, the Muslim converts acquired
identity as a separate group; they were encouraged in this by their Muslim
friends in Mtongwe.t>
Only three mosques were built by Digo in the 19th century. The first two
mosques were built in the 1880s: the Tuliani Mosque, built by Mohamed
Mwaganyuma in Pungu, and the Kingwede Mosque, built by Hamisi
Mwapodzo in Ndenyenye (present day Ngombeni). The third mosque, the
Tiwi (Mkoyo) Mosque, was built by Mwinyi Haji waBwika in Tiwijust at
tl1etufIl oLthe century. There.is evidencethat thebuildingofthe first 'two
mosques, and their subsequent use, provoked hostility among Digo
traditionalists. There were a number of influential elders among the
converts, but the great majority ofelders had not adopted Islam. As long as
the religious practice of the early Digo converts was centred on Mtongwe
ancl.. fvl:. ()1l1~<ls,l,tl1(;:iI"Il(;:\\'JC:lith was,to a greatextent, removedfromvillage
·lifeand·was tolerated. When the first mosques were built in Digo villages,
and the small Muslim community began to practise its faith within the
village, attitudes changed. The presence of an Islamic institution (a
mosque) within Digo country increased anti-Muslim feeling among the
traditionalists, and marked the beginning of a struggle between them and
Muslim converts, which was to continue well into the 20th century. The
term haji, which was applied to converts, is remembered as being originally
a term of contempt. Converts and their families were still a part of
traditional society, but their faith meant some personal inconvenience; for
example, converts sometimes found it difficult to get girls to marry them.
The Kingwede Mosque fell into disuse (and ruins) after Hamisi
Mwapodzo's death. "People did not want religion" and "We didn't need it"
are the kinds of explanation given for this happening. 125
The early converts had little or no rpliaiA"<" .~~;~;-~ 1...••••.
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Mtongwe and Mombasa, and even as far away as Mtanganyrko, to learn in
Quranic schools. In some cases their children, fully schooled in the Muslim
tradition, later became prominent teachers and exerted a strong personal
influence on religious propagation and standards. Ali bin. Mohamed, the
son of Mohamed Mwaganyuma,went to study in Mtanganyiko, When he
carne back to Pungu in the 1880s, after finishing his studies, he began to
proselytise among his fellow Digo. He would go with his father to the
market at Ngare (where his father was trading) and preach Islam there.
Pupular reaction was hostile ("he was jeered and shouted down") but this
does not seem to have deterred him. Ali began to teach the children of Digo
converts. He taught Saidi.the son of Hamisi Mwapodzo, and Saidi himself
became a teacher and went to Matuga, where he is said to have converted
many people. Other pupils ofAli were also instrumental in spreading Islam
in other parts of Digo country. Ali even convinced his father, Mohamed
Mwaganyuma, to stop taking part in the'ngambi because some elements in
it, for example, drinking palm-wine, were incompatible with Islam. The
Digo themselves, in this case, a few of the educated second generation
Muslims, took the initiative in propagating Islam in an active, crusading
way; it was clear that Islam had taken root among them. 126
The new generation of educated Digo Muslims were few in number.but
they were helped greatly in their efforts to sustain and to spread Islam by
the arrival, in the 1880s and later, of a small 'number of foreign Muslims,
who took up residence in various Digo villages, mainly to cultivate and to
trade. In most cases the Muslim-settlers had been invited by a Digo friend
who knew them from visits to Mtongwe or Mombasa, The settlers lived
among the Digo, in some cases married Digo women, and in general
became very much a part of the village community where they settled.
Included among the new settlers were Muslim teachers, who gave further
impetus to the growing influence of Islam among the Digo.
Towards the end of the century, in the 1890s, Sheikh Swalehe Az al-Din
of the Qadiri brotherhood (tariqa) came to Mombasa from Brava.
Through his efforts the Qadiriyabegan among the Digo; by 1900 it had
spread to Mtongwe, Pungu and Bombo, A number of the early converts,
and their educated children, came into contact with the Qadiriya and
became active members. In this way they were encouraged to go deeper in
their faith and to increase their efforts to prosyletise among their fellow
Digo. 127
The southern Digo in the Jombo area were subject to the same kinds of
Muslim influence as the northern Digo, but Islamization among them
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conducive to regular, peaceful trade. Hostilities between the Mazrui (at
Gasi) and the Busaidi (at Zanzibar and Mombasa) continued almost to the
end of the 19th century; and there was frequent raiding in the countryside,
of the Mazrui against the Digo, and of the Digo against one another. The
southern Digo had a wide range of contacts with Muslims. In addition to
their long-standing relations with the Vurnba, they had contacts with the
Segeju living at Pongwe and with the Mazrui at Gasi. Towards the end of
the 19th century, the southern Digo began trading with the Tangana of
Mtongwe and with itinerant Baluchi traders from Mombasa. Being further
inland than the northern Digo, however, they were somewhat isolated, and
were not intensively exposed to Muslim traders. The southern Digo also
had close relations with Digo further south (in present-day Tanga Region
of Tanzania), some of whom had already been converted to Islam.
Conversions among the southern Digo were slow and sporadic. By the
end of the century no Digo mosque had been built in Southern Digo cou-
ntry. The few southern Digo who were converted seem to have had close
relations with northern Digo converts (some of whom were their relatives
or members of the same clan), and made regular visits to fellow converts in
some of the northern Digo villages. 128
In assessing the historical significance of Islamization among the Digo, a
distinction must bemade between: IjIslamizaticn as an urban or.town-
. centred pnehomenOri;···whichdoes·· riofapprecia5lyaffecffriidiiioniilrural
society, and 2) Islamization which occurs in rural areas. In the former,
which we may call "urban Islamization", persons visiting or migrating to
towns from rural areas come under the influence of Islam (one of many
urban influences) and are converted. Their conversion is an integral part of
.. theirurbani1.ation; trlri matety·theyremainorsenleitflhe16Wri;pOssibly·
returning to the countryside for occasional visits, but no longer committed
to their earlier way of life. Islamization centred in towns is usually a
detribalizing process, similar to what Trimingham calls Islamization "by
assimilation" (although groups of converts often retain some sense of
tribal identityj.l-? Islamization in the rural areas, or "rural Islamization",
implies the spread of Islamic religious (not only cultural) influence outside
towns, either through the conversion of indigenous persons who continue :
to live in rural areas, or through the return of town converts to their
original rural home. Urban Islamization has been going on for centuries
along the Kenya coast, ever since the first Muslim immigrants settled there.
As far as we know, it was the only kind of Islamization which occurred for
approximately one thousand years. Rural Islamization only began in the
second half of the 19th century. This may seem surprising, in view of the
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Islamization in rural areas can occur quite rapidly; where circumstances.'
are unfavourable, the relations of Muslims and non..Mustrmsmaybring no
appreciable Islamic influence to the non-Muslims, even over a period of
centuries.
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